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THE TOTAL ENVIRONMENT DIFFERENCE

Bringing the outdoors in
A first-of-its kind in residential real estate worldwide, in 1996
we introduced the concept of cantilevered terrace gardens with
every apartment. Since then this has become an integral part of
all our projects. Our gardens have grown larger and now include
features like water bodies and wooden decks - bringing the
outdoors in and taking the indoors out. Our projects are also
noted for their creeper-covered pergolas and landscaping.

Customisation
Our homeowners are encouraged to co-create their homes to
match their distinct tastes and lifestyles. eBuild is our
proprietary online tool that helps you customise almost every
aspect of your home.

Optimum use of space
The built-up area in all our projects is 80% of the saleable area -
an example of our commitment to transparency and uniform
standards. So, when you purchase a 1000 sqft apartment, you
are assured of a built-up area of 800 sqft. Our terrace gardens,
being part of the saleable area, are included in the built-up area.

Quality focus
It’s not just in the sourcing of the best, it’s also in how we labour
over all aspects of our work - from design to workmanship - that
sets us apart.

Natural materials
Our focus on creating spaces that harmonise with their
surroundings influences our choice of natural construction
materials. Besides being maintenance-free, these materials
age beautifully.

High-tech construction teams
Our ‘no shortcuts, no compromises’ approach translates to high
quality, long life and efficiency.

Transparency and Ethics
We keep a stream of honest and timely communication going
with our clients, building bonds even as we build homes.

In-house capability lines
We do not subcontract our work; keeping things in-house gives
us total control over quality.

Award winning projects
Total Environment projects have consistently won awards
over the years. For more information please visit our website.

At Total Environment, we create customised homes that
enhance the quality of life for people who live in them. Harmony
with nature, the highest aesthetic standards and complete
transparency are hallmarks of the Total Environment experience.

Promoted and managed by a group of professionals, we serve a
pool of global citizens who share our philosophy.
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SITE PLAN

Project and Site Plan
Our second project in Pune stays true to our core philosophy of integrat-

ing design with nature. The central focus in each home is the garden and

almost every room has a view of or access into this green space.

Spread over 5.3 acres, the project comprises of 3 towers with 3 and 4

bedroom duplex apartment options. The first four levels include parking

for the three towers. Above this are 24 residential floors. There are 4

units at each alternate level and 48 units in each tower. A club house

block is also planned as part of this project. The residential units are

positioned to be away from the main roads.

Block 02
Block 02 houses large four bedroom duplex apartment homes, referred

to as D60 units, with 24 levels.

Block 01, 03
Block 01 and 03 house three bedroom duplex apartment homes, referred

to as D35 units, with 24 levels.

Open spaces and Amenities
A large extent of the total land area is open for beautiful landscaping.

This surrounds the homes with a lush green cover and gives ample

breathing space. A host of amenities include a club house, swimming

pool, and play courts.

DUPLEX APARTMENTS D 35 (4P+24)

DUPLEX APARTMENTS D 60 (4P+24)

DUPLEX APARTMENTS D 35 (4P+24)

CLUB HOUSE (G+2)

P: Parking G: Ground Level

B01

B02

B03

B04
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WELL CONNECTED

Excellent Connectivity
Songs from the Wood is located in Uday Baug (o Solapur Road) in a

serene and lush green environment. The project is approximately 5km

from M.G. Road, near the Empress Garden, just 11 km from the airport

and 6 km from the Pune railway station. Pune Cantonment, Kalyani

Nagar, Koregaon Park, Osho (Bhagwan Shree Rajneesh) Ashram,

Fatimanagar, Wanowrie, Yerwada, Hadapsar, Magarpatta City, Kharadi IT

Park and many IT parks fall within 5 to 10 km of its vicinity.

Pune Race Course was built in 1830 and covers 118.5 acres.The land is

controlled by the Indian Army. Additional stabling for the horses is at

Empress Garden, 1 km from the course. The racing season runs from

July to October and includes the Pune Derby, the RWITC Invitational,

the Independence Cup and the Southern Command Cup. Pune Race

Course has a 2.2 km long jogging track which is open to public on

all days (except race days).

The advantage of being well connected
An environment that o ers a balance of work and lifestyle has become

increasingly crucial today. Equally important is the ability to access

transport routes and transport systems close by. Songs from the Wood

is perfectly positioned close to the centre of Pune city yet away from

the rush. Essential services are all minutes away.

CLOSE BY

RACE COURSE

EMPRESS GARDEN

M. G. ROAD

CITY RAILWAY STATION

KHARADI IT PARK

MAGARPATTA CITY IT PARK

AMANORA PARK TOWN

SEASONS MALL
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RCC frame structure with masonry partitions. The height of each floor shall be 9’6” from slab top to slab top.

High quality exposed brick masonry using specially procured high-strength terracotta wire-cut bricks and /or stone

masonry shall be provided for parts of the exteriors with deepest waterproof pointing. For other parts and for the

internal walls, table molded brick masonry or Aerocon blocks or Concrete block masonry with plaster or exposed

concrete shall be provided.

Beige coloured imported marble laid with paper joints and finished with 8 coats polish.

Beige coloured imported marble laid with paper joints and finished with 8 coats polish.

Glazed tiles dado to a height of 2’ above the counter.

Engineered stone or equivalent counter.

Granite or equivalent counter.

Green marble to mirror finish. Glazed tiles dado to a height of 2’ above the counter.

Green marble or equivalent counter.

Cut-pile carpet.

Vitrified tiles or green marble to mirror finish on the floor and glazed tiles dado to a height of 2’ above the counter.

Green marble counter.

Kota stone laid with paper joints and finished with 8 coats polish.

Brazilian IPE or other natural hardwood.

Terracotta tiles.

The deck floor shall be in approximately 30 mm thick tempered laminated glass panels with printed ceramic screen

anti-skid pattern, supported on laminated glass structural beams below. The railing for the same shall be in free

standing clear tempered laminated glass panels with SS supports.

Terracotta tiles.

Hardwood flooring.

Kota stone laid with paper joints and finished with 8 coats polish.

Hardwood flooring / Imported marble on the floor depending on bathroom design. Imported marble dado to a height of

7’ in shower area and 3’ in other areas. Wood counter.

Imported marble on the floor. Tiles on the walls to a height of 7’ in shower area and 3’ in other areas. Marble counter.

Kota stone laid with paper joints and finished with 8 coats polish.
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STRUCTURE

Shell

Masonry

FLOORING & DADO

Living & Dining

Main Kitchen

Wet Kitchen

Family Space

Utility

Box Room & Services Room

Terrace Garden Deck

Upper level Deck

Master Bedroom

Master Bathroom

Children’s Bedroom

D 60 SPECIFICATIONS COMPARISON CHART
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Imported ceramic tiles on the floor and on the walls to a height of 7’ in shower area and 3’ in other areas.

Engineered stone counter.

Hardwood flooring.

Kota stone laid with paper joints and finished with 8 coats polish.

Kota stone laid with paper joints and finished with 8 coats polish.

Imported marble on the floor and walls to a height of 7’ in shower area and 3’ in other areas. Marble counter.

Imported marble on the floor and walls to a height of 3’. Glass counter.

Hardwood flooring.

Cut-pile carpet.

Hardwood flooring same as that of Home office, no dado on the walls. Wood counter.

Marble on the floor, no dado on the walls. Wood counter.

Kota stone laid with paper joints and finished with 8 coats polish.

Green marble on the floor and Glazed tiles on the walls to a height of 7’.

Steps in wood with a steel frame inside. Railing in clear tempered glass with SS supports.

Imported marble on the steps. The outer railing shall be in steel.

Cuddapah stone.

Western style, porcelain EWC of Kohler or equivalent make shall be provided in all bathrooms.

Porcelain wash basins of Kohler or equivalent make shall be provided in all bathrooms.

All basins shall be provided with a 32 mm CP waste coupling & CP bottle trap of standard make.

2 Standard 5’6” long cast iron bathtubs of Kohler or equivalent make shall be provided -

one each in the master bathroom and children’s bathroom.

One 5’6” long bathtub of Lauret or equivalent make shall be provided in the master bathroom.

Glass doors shall be provided for the shower area in the master bathroom & children’s bathroom.

Stainless steel sink with drainboard.

All faucets shall be of Grohe or equivalent make. Hot water connection shall be provided to the shower and

washbasin in each bathroom and to the sink in the kitchen from a central point in the utility.
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Children’s Bathroom

Lower Level Guest Bedroom

Upper Level Guest Bedroom

Guest Bathrooms

Powder Room

Home Office

Home Office Wash Room

Maid’s Room

Maid’s Bathroom

Internal Stairs

Water Body

SANITARY & PLUMBING

Water Closets

Wash Basins

Bathtubs

Shower cubicles

Kitchen Sink

Faucets
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One rain shower of Grohe or equivalent make shall be provided in the master bathroom, wall mounted showers of

Grohe or equivalent make shall be provided in other bathrooms.

Wall mounted showers of Grohe or equivalent make shall be provided in all bathrooms.

Health faucets of Schell or equivalent make shall be provided in all bathrooms.

Towel rings & toilet paper holders in all bathrooms, towel racks and soap dish in master, children and guest bath-

rooms - all of Grohe or equivalent make shall be provided.

All wiring shall be of Havells or equivalent make, concealed in PVC conduit pipes.

All switches shall be of Crabtree or equivalent make. Apart from the basic light and fan controls, the following num-

ber of sockets shall be provided in various rooms.

4 nos. - 5 amp switch & socket, 1 no. telephone point in living.

4 nos. - 5 amp switch & socket, 4 nos. - 15 amp switch & socket.

4 nos. - 5 amp switch & socket, 4 nos - 15 amp switch & socket.

1 no. - 5 amp switch & socket, 1 no. - 15 amp switch & socket.

4 nos. - 5 amp switch & socket, 1 no. telephone point in two bedrooms.

1 no. - 5 amp switch & socket, 1 no. - 15 amp switch & socket.

2 nos. - 5 amp switch & socket, 1 no. - 15 amp switch & socket.

4 nos. - 5 amp switch & socket, 1 no. telephone point.

2 nos. - 5 amp switch & socket.

A power connection of 15 KVA shall be provided to each unit and back-up power shall also be up to 15 KVA.

A power connection of 10 KVA shall be provided to each unit and back-up power shall also be up to 10 KVA.

Door and window frames and shutters shall be in engineered solid wood. Bathroom doors shall be solid wood frame

with louvers and glass backing. All other door shutters shall be in solid core flush (blockboard) shutters provided

with a natural teak veneer. All internal utility doors shall be in wood frame with etched glass (with horizontal lines).

All bathroom windows, maid’s room door and window shall have aluminum frame and shutters.

Mosquito screens in hardwood frame shall be provided.

No window grills shall be provided or permitted for the French windows. Grills shall only be provided for those regu-

lar windows where there is a sheer drop. Grills shall not be provided for bathroom windows.
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Overhead Showers

Health Faucets

Bathroom Accessories

ELECTRICAL

Wiring

Switches & Sockets

Living & Dining

Main Kitchen

Wet Kitchen

Utility

Bedrooms

Bathrooms

Family

Home Office

Maid’s Room

Power & Back-up

DOORS & WINDOWS

Frames & Shutters

Mosquito Screens

Window Grills
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All hardware shall be in brush finished stainless steel. The main door shall be provided with a night latch of Godrej or

equivalent make. All other doors will be provided with door bolts and a mortise lock or tubular / cylindrical lock. All

openable windows shall be fitted with friction stays allowing the windows to stay open in any position. Magnetic

door stoppers shall be provided for the main door and bedroom doors.

All internal paint in acrylic distemper. No external paint shall be provided over exposed brick or stone masonry. For

other areas, cement based paint shall be used. Any steel railings etc. shall be provided with a zinc-chromate primer

and synthetic enamel paint.

A central vacuum system shall be provided, with adequate points accessible from every space except bathrooms,

maids area, utility and outdoor spaces.

A 4-burner cooking hob with electrical ignition and an SS backing plate shall be provided in the main kitchen as well

as in the wet kitchen.

A 90 cm ductable electric chimney with anodised aluminium filters shall be provided in the main kitchen as well as in

the wet kitchen.

A dishwasher shall be provided in the wet kitchen.

A microwave of 40 litre capacity shall be provided in the main kitchen.

An oven of 45 litre capacity shall be provided in the main kitchen.

No refrigerator is provided by default.

A centralized geyser of adequate capacity shall be provided in each unit.

Includes the master controller with racks and wire managers and shall be housed in the services room.

Three wired wall mounted touch panel shall be provided - one each in the bedroom, bathroom and kitchen.

Entrance Management - Entry Communicator (Door Camera) at the entrance on the lower level.

Door lock including electric strike latch with power and relay.

Magnetic contacts on all French doors, main doors and utility door to the services area.

Surface mounted siren and autodialler in the box room, panic button in a suitable location near the entrance door.

Pet immune motion sensor for indoor and outdoor spaces.

Glass break detectors in the terrace garden, gas leak detector and heat detector in the kitchen.

Curtain motor with remote control for curtains in the double height living area.
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Hardware

PAINT

Paint

ELECTRO-DOMESTIC EQUIPMENT

Central Vacuum

Hob

Chimney

Dishwasher

Microwave

Oven

Refrigerator

Heated Water System

HOME AUTOMATION

Terminal & Console

Security / Safety

Comfort / Convenience
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Sprinkler control and drip irrigation control for Terrace Garden.

Occupancy sensors in Master Bathroom, Children’s Bathroom and Guest Bathrooms.

Mood Lighting - touch panel controlled ceiling lights in the living, dining, master bedroom and

family space.

Furniture units can be provided in the living and dining areas at an additional cost through customisation.

Floor & wall mounted cabinets complete with cutlery tray, vegetable baskets, breakfast counter etc. of Veneta

Cucine or equivalent make shall be provided.

Floor & wall mounted cabinets complete with cutlery tray, vegetable baskets etc. of Vesta or equivalent make shall

be provided.

Overhead cabinets with plain shutters.

3 module walk-in wardrobe with dresser, double bed with bedside tables, a study & TV unit.

Mirror with backing ply and edge trim.

Cabinets below the counter.

3 module walk-in wardrobe with dresser, 2 single beds with bedside table, study unit with overhead storage.

Bunk bed can be provided at an additional cost.

Mirror with backing ply and edge trim.

Cabinets below the counter.

2 module wardrobe, double bed with bedside tables, study unit. No wood paneling is provided by default.

Mirror with backing ply and edge trim. No other woodwork shall be provided in the bathroom.

A horizontal entertainment ledge unit shall be provided.

A louvered partition unit at the staircase landing shall be provided.

Study table with drawers, filing unit and wire manager along with two overhead shelves.

Bookshelves.

A cot shall be provided in the Maid’s Room along with low 1/2 module wardrobe.

All woodwork, unless specifically mentioned otherwise, shall be made at our in-house production facility from our

proprietary furniture design line.

All woodwork except for modular units shall be in termite resistant good quality plywood or MDF panels and natural

veneer or laminate. Modular units shall be in particle board with the finished surface as veneer or laminate.
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Comfort / Convenience

(continued)

Entertainment

CABINETRY & FURNITURE

Living & Dining

Main Kitchen

Wet Kitchen

Utility

Master Bedroom

Master Bathroom

Children’s Bedroom

Children’s Bathroom

Guest Bedrooms

Guest Bathrooms

Family Space

Home Office

Library

Maid’s Room

Brand / Make

Basic Materials

D 60 17

All hardware shall be in brush finished stainless steel of Hettich or equivalent make with soft close system for the

drawers in wardrobes and telescopic channels for the drawers in the study units.

Natural veneer exteriors shall be finished in melamine matt finish and the interiors in varnish or paint.

Mattresses shall NOT be provided for any of the beds.

Direct To Home (DTH) connectivity shall be provided to 2 bedrooms and family space.

A hybrid central Air-conditioning system shall be provided with blower units in the Bedrooms, Home-office, Family

space and living / dining area of each apartment.

A central water softening plant shall be provided for supply of water to the units.

A sewage treatment plant shall be provided with separate plumbing for the use of re-cycled water in landscaping

and for the flushing system.

Passenger elevators shall be provided with automatic doors and SS finish inside the cabins.

Elevators shall be provided with multi-beam sensors for door operation and down collective system.

Reticulated gas supply shall be provided to individual units.

An aquarium with all required equipment and simple basic fish can be provided in the children’s bedroom between

the bathroom and the bedroom at an additional cost through customisation.

The partition between the kitchen and the living can be clad with butchwork in brown slate stone on the living

side and provided with a wooden top. The mentioned cladding can be provided at an additional cost through

customisation.

Light fixtures shall only be provided for the ceiling in the terrace garden. For all other areas the light fixtures can be

selected through customisation and provided at an additional cost.

Club house with a common space for parties / functions, space for indoor games.

A 4’ deep swimming pool with a separate paddle pool for kids.

Commercial low-impact treadmill, total body elliptical fitness cross trainer, upright cycle, 4 station multi-gym,

flat incline / decline multipurpose bench, dumbbells.

Tennis court, badminton and squash court.
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Hardware

Finishing

Mattresses

ENTERTAINMENT

TV

HVAC

Air-conditioning

UTILITIES / SERVICES

Water

Sewage Treatment

Elevators

Gas Supply

SPECIAL FEATURES

Aquarium

Stone Clad Wall

Light Fixtures

COMMON FACILITIES & AMENITIES

Club House

Swimming Pool

Gym

Sporting Facilities
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Open playfield with a walking trail around it.

Good quality red soil and sand mixture with manure shall serve as the base layer for landscaping.

Sprinklers and a drip irrigation system shall be provided for landscaped areas.

Grass, shrubs and bamboo etc. shall be provided and all garden areas shall be completely landscaped.

Expensive exotic plants shall be provided at additional cost.

A water body (not for swimming) including a filtration unit, shall be provided in the Terrace Garden with

underwater lights.
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Amenity Space

LANDSCAPING

Soil

Irrigation

Soft Landscaping

Water Body

Note: All specifications above are subject to change &

decisions taken from time to time by the Developers shall be

final and binding. In the brands mentioned above, the

Developers may use equivalent brands at their discretion.

Joinery detailing of window shutter frames. Experimentation is an integral part of our design process. This method of working has helped
us fine-tune details over the years.

EXPERIMENTS AND DETAILING
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RCC frame structure with masonry partitions. The height of each floor shall be 9’6” from slab top to slab top.

High quality exposed brick masonry using specially procured high-strength terracotta wire-cut bricks and /or stone

masonry shall be provided for parts of the exteriors with deepest waterproof pointing. For other parts and for the

internal walls, table molded brick masonry or Aerocon blocks or concrete block masonry with plaster or exposed

concrete shall be provided.

Beige coloured imported marble laid with paper joints and finished with 8 coats polish.

Beige coloured imported marble laid with paper joints and finished with 8 coats polish. Glazed tiles dado to a height

of 2’ above the counter.

Engineered stone or equivalent counter.

Granite or equivalent counter.

Cut-pile carpet.

Green marble to mirror finish on the floor and glazed tiles dado to a height of 2’ above the counter.

Green marble counter.

Brazilian IPE or other natural hardwood.

Terracotta tiles.

Hardwood flooring.

Kota stone laid with paper joints and finished with 8 coats polish.

Imported marble on the floor and on the walls to a height of 7’ in shower area and 3’ in other areas. Marble counter.

Imported marble on the floor. Tiles on the walls to a height of 7’ in shower area and 3’ in other areas. Marble counter.

Kota stone laid with paper joints and finished with 8 coats polish.

Ceramic tiles on the floor, Glazed tiles on the walls to a height of 7’ in shower area and 3’ in other areas.

Marble counter.

Kota stone laid with paper joints and finished with 8 coats polish.

Ceramic tiles on the floor, Glazed tiles on the walls to a height of 7’ in shower area and 3’ in other areas.

Marble counter.

Imported marble on the floor and walls to a height of 3’. Marble counter.

Cut-pile carpet.
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STRUCTURE

Shell

Masonry

FLOORING & DADO

Living & Dining

Kitchen

Family Space

Utility

Terrace Garden Deck

Master Bedroom

Master Bathroom

Children’s Bedroom

Children’s Bathroom

Guest Bedroom

Guest Bathroom

Powder Room

Study

D 35 SPECIFICATIONS COMPARISON CHART
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Kota stone laid with paper joints and finished with 8 coats polish.

Green marble on the floor and Glazed tiles on the walls to a height of 7’.

Concrete stairs with beige coloured imported marble treads and steel vertical railings.

Cuddapah stone.

Western style, porcelain EWC of Kohler or equivalent make shall be provided in all bathrooms.

Porcelain wash basins of Kohler or equivalent make shall be provided in all bathrooms.

All basins shall be provided with a 32 mm CP waste coupling & CP bottle trap of standard make.

One 5’6” long bathtub of Lauret or equivalent make shall be provided in the master bathroom.

Glass doors shall be provided for the shower area in the master bathroom.

Stainless steel sink with drainboard.

All faucets shall be of Grohe or equivalent make. Hot water connection shall be provided to the shower and wash

basin in each bathroom and to the sink in the kitchen from a central point in the utility.

Wall mounted showers of Grohe or equivalent make shall be provided in all bathrooms.

Health faucets of Schell or equivalent make shall be provided in all bathrooms.

Towel rings & toilet paper holders in all bathrooms, towel racks and soap dish in master, children and guest

bathrooms - all of Grohe or equivalent make shall be provided.

All wiring shall be of Havells or equivalent make, concealed in 19 mm dia, 2 mm thick PVC conduit pipes.

All switches shall be of Crabtree or equivalent make. Apart from the basic light and fan controls, the following

number of sockets shall be provided in various rooms.

4 nos. - 5 amp switch & socket, 1 no. telephone point in living.

4 nos. - 5 amp switch & socket, 5 nos. - 15 amp switch & socket.

1 no. - 5 amp switch & socket, 1 no. - 15 amp switch & socket.

4 nos. - 5 amp switch & socket, 1 no. telephone point in master bedroom.

1 no. - 5 amp switch & socket.

2 nos - 5 amp switch & socket, 1 no. - 15 amp switch & socket, 1 no. telephone point.

2 nos. - 5 amp switch & socket.
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Maid’s Room

Maid’s Bathroom

Internal Stairs

Water Body

SANITARY & PLUMBING

Water Closets

Wash Basins

Bathtubs

Shower Cubicles

Kitchen Sink

Faucets

Overhead Showers

Health Faucets

Bathroom Accessories

ELECTRICAL

Wiring

Switches & Sockets

Living & Dining

Kitchen

Utility

Bedrooms

Bathrooms

Family

Study



Maid’s Room

Power & Back-up

DOORS & WINDOWS

Frames & Shutters

Mosquito Screens

Window grills

Hardware

PAINT

Paint

ELECTRO-DOMESTIC EQUIPMENT

Central Vacuum

Hob

Chimney

Dishwasher

Microwave

Oven

Refrigerator

Heated Water System
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2 nos. - 5 amp switch & socket.

A power connection of 10 KVA shall be provided to each unit and back-up power shall also be up to 10 KVA.

A power connection of 7 KVA shall be provided to each unit and back-up power shall also be up to 7 KVA.

Door and window frames and shutters shall be in engineered solid wood. All door shutters shall be in solid core flush

(blockboard) shutters provided with a natural veneer. Bathroom doors shall be in solid wood frame with louvres and

glass backing. All internal utility doors shall be in wood frame with etched glass (with horizontal lines). All bathroom

windows, maid’s room door and window shall have aluminium frame and shutters.

Mosquito screens in hardwood frame shall be provided.

No window grills shall be provided or permitted for the French windows. Grills shall only be provided for those

regular windows where there is a sheer drop. Grills shall not be provided for bathroom windows.

All hardware shall be in brush finished stainless steel. The main door shall be provided with a night latch of Godrej or

equivalent make. All other doors will be provided with door bolts and a mortise lock or tubular / cylindrical lock. All

openable windows shall be fitted with friction stays allowing the windows to stay open in any position. Magnetic

door stoppers shall be provided for the main door and bedroom doors.

All internal paint in acrylic distemper. No external paint shall be provided over exposed brick or stone masonry. For

other areas, cement based paint shall be used. Any steel railings etc. shall be provided with a zinc-chromate primer

and synthetic enamel paint.

A central vacuum system shall be provided, with adequate points accessible from every space except bathrooms,

maids area, utility and outdoor spaces.

A 4-burner cooking hob with electrical ignition and an SS backing plate shall be provided in the kitchen.

A 90 cm ductable electric chimney with anodized aluminium filters shall be provided in the kitchen.

A dishwasher shall be provided in the kitchen.

A microwave of 40 litre capacity shall be provided in the kitchen.

An oven of 45 litre capacity shall be provided in the kitchen.

No refrigerator is provided by default.

A centralized geyser of adequate capacity shall be provided in each unit.
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Includes the master controller with racks and wire managers and shall be housed in the box room.

Three wired wall mounted touch panel shall be provided - one each in the bedroom, bathroom and kitchen.

Entrance management - Entry Communicator ( Door Camera ) at the entrance on the lower level.

Door lock including electric strike latch with power and relay.

Magnetic contacts on all french doors, main doors and utility door to the services area, surface mounted siren and

autodialler in the box room, panic button in a suitable location near the entrance door.

Pet immune motion sensor for indoor and outdoor spaces.

Glass break detectors in the terrace garden, gas leak detector and heat detector in the kitchen.

Sprinkler control and drip irrigation control for terrace garden.

Occupancy sensors in master bathroom, children’s bathroom and guest bathroom.

Mood lighting and A/V equipment not provided.

Furniture units can be provided in the living and dining areas at an additional cost through customisation.

Floor & wall mounted cabinets complete with cutlery tray, vegetable baskets etc. of Veneta Cucine or equivalent

make shall be provided.

No cabinetry shall be provided in the utility.

4 module walk-in wardrobe with dresser, double bed with bedside tables.

Mirror with backing ply and edge trim.

Cabinets below the counter.

2-1/2 module wardrobes, 2 single beds with bedside table shall be provided.

Bunk bed can be provided at an additional cost.

2-1/2 module wardrobe, double bed with bedside tables. No wood paneling provided by default.

Mirror with backing ply and edge trim. No other woodwork shall be provided in the bathroom.

Study table with drawers.

A horizontal entertainment ledge unit shall be provided.

Bookshelves.
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HOME AUTOMATION

Terminal & Console

Security / Safety

Comfort / Convenience

Entertainment

CABINETRY & FURNITURE

Living & Dining

Kitchen

Utility

Master Bedroom

Master Bathroom

Children’s Bedroom

Guest Bedroom

Bathrooms

Study

Family

Library



A cot shall be provided in the maid’s room along with 1/2 module wardrobe.

All woodwork, unless specifically mentioned otherwise, shall be made at our in-house production facility from our

proprietary furniture design line.

All woodwork except for modular units shall be in termite resistant good quality plywood or MDF panels and natural

veneer or laminate. Modular units shall be in particle board with the finished surface as veneer or laminate.

All hardware shall be in brush finished stainless steel of Hettich or equivalent make with soft close system for the

drawers in wardrobes and telescopic channels for the drawers in the study units.

Natural veneer exteriors shall be finished in melamine matt finish and the interiors in varnish or paint.

Mattresses shall NOT be provided for any of the beds.

Direct To Home (DTH) connectivity shall be provided to 1 bedroom and family space.

A hybrid central air-conditioning system shall be provided with blower units in the bedrooms, family space and

living / dining area of each unit.

A central water softening plant shall be provided for supply of water to the units.

A sewage treatment plant shall be provided with separate plumbing for the use of re-cycled water in landscaping

and for the flushing system.

Passenger elevators shall be provided with automatic doors and SS finish inside the cabins. Elevators shall be

provided with multi-beam sensors for door operation and down collective system.

Reticulated gas supply shall be provided to individual units.

The wall in the living room next to the terrace garden can be clad with butchwork in kota stone at an additional cost

through customisation.

Light fixtures shall only be provided for the ceiling in the terrace garden. For all other areas the light fixtures can be

selected through customisation and provided at an additional cost.

Club house with a common space for parties / functions, space for indoor games.

A 4’ deep swimming pool with a separate paddle pool for kids.

Commercial low-impact treadmill, total body elliptical fitness cross trainer, upright cycle, 4 station multi-gym,

flat incline / decline multipurpose bench, dumbbells.
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Maid’s Room

Brand / Make

Basic Materials

Hardware

Finishing

Mattresses

ENTERTAINMENT

TV

HVAC

Air-conditioning

UTILITIES / SERVICES

Water

Sewage Treatment

Elevators

Gas Supply

SPECIAL FEATURES

Stone Clad Wall

Light Fixtures

COMMON FACILITIES & AMENITIES

Club House

Swimming Pool

Gym
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Tennis court, badminton and squash court.

Open playfield with a walking trail around it.

Good quality red soil and sand mixture with manure shall serve as the base layer for landscaping.

Sprinklers and a drip irrigation system shall be provided for landscaped areas.

Grass, shrubs and bamboo etc. shall be provided and all garden areas shall be completely landscaped.

Expensive exotic plants maybe provided at additional cost.

A water body (not for swimming) including a filtration unit, shall be provided in the terrace garden with

underwater lights.
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Sporting Facilities

Amenity Space

LANDSCAPING

Soil

Irrigation

Soft Landscaping

Water Body

Note: All specifications above are subject to change &

decisions taken from time to time by the Developers shall be

final and binding. In the brands mentioned above, the

Developers may use equivalent brands at their discretion.



eBuild FOR CUSTOMISATION
Shift | Add | Remove | Colour | Turn | Visualize

eBuild is our proprietary online tool that helps you customise almost
every aspect of your home. You will discover the joy and ease of
choosing from a wide range of space layout options, styles, colours and
themes. We even provide instant information on costs and feasibility.

Our in-house consultants will guide and assist you during the process.

1

2

3
clockwise from top

LANDSCAPING
1 The garden can be customised in myriad ways. Options - soft or hard
landscaping, simple or elaborate detailing, bird baths, lily ponds and exotic flora.

WALLING
2 Customise the interior layout of your home to adapt to your family’s lifestyle
and needs. Options - Number of rooms, room sizes and layouts, furniture
layouts, positions of doors etc.

FINISHES
3 Customise your selection of colour-scheme, textures and materials for floors,
walls and work-tops. Once the flooring material is chosen, the software
presents coordinated options for skirting, wall paint, veneers, etc.
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5

6

4

7

SMART HOME
One can choose a state-of-the-art home automation system that makes the
interaction with your home a seamless and pleasurable experience. Options
curtain controls, additional touch panels, moodlighting and extra IP cameras.

clockwise from top

ELECTRICAL LAYOUT
4, 5 You can even customise the electrical layouts in each space for easy
access and convenience. Options - Add or remove points for lights, power
outlets, phones, internet and two-way controls.

FIXTURES
6 A range of sanitary and plumbing fittings for bathrooms, kitchen, powder
room and utility spaces. These are available in well-coordinated sets that
satisfy varied tastes, budgets and functional requirements.

CABINETRY
7 The layouts and finishes of various furniture elements can be customised for
that elusive blend of form and function. The finishes come in a range of
themes. Options - wardrobes, walk-in closets, dresser units and study units.
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PRECISION AND CRAFTSMANSHIP

Assembling wooden slats. Our woodwork workshop uses a combination of machinework and handwork to achieve precision in design and
functionality, while maintaining a natural look.34

Under the supervision of a Property Manager,
Housekeeping, Technical and Landscape
Gardening Teams work throughout the week
to make sure our properties are running smoothly.

PROPERTY
MANAGEMENT
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Our commitment to clients extends well beyond the

handing over of a home. By providing a wide-ranging one

year warranty, we take responsibility for quality. We also

o er a comprehensive package of maintenance services

that ensures competent and timely care for your home

after you move in. Our focus on preventive maintenance

is cost-e ective and prudent as it brings down the need

for repairs, extends life expectancy of components and

reduces consumption of energy.

Housekeeping
As part of our housekeeping services, we ensure cleanliness and upkeep

of all the common areas, landscaping, regular water supply to all homes

and take care of garbage disposal.

Security
Teams of security personnel, engaged through professional security

agencies, provide round-the-clock security.

Equipment
Comprehensive maintenance contracts with vendors of lifts, generators,

fire-fighting equipment and pumps ensure timely service and backup for

critical equipment.

Amenities
The maintenance plan includes upkeep of all recreational spaces and

amenities including the pool, gymnasium and play area.

Conveniences
Maintenance of utilities like sewage treatment plant, backup power

supply, lighting-control, access control, access roads and mechanical

ventilation in the basements fall within the plan.
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